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Superparamagnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been utilized in biomedical sensing, detection,
therapeutics, and diagnostics due to their unique magnetic response under different driving fields.
In this letter, we report a multi-tracer tracking method that uses different kinds of MNPs as magnetic tracers along with two alternating magnetic fields that can be potentially used to build
magnetic-based flow cytometry. By applying two driving fields at frequency f H and f L to MNPs,
the response signal is measured at the combinatorial frequencies such as f H 62f L (3rd harmonics),
f H 64f L (5th harmonics), f H 66f L (7th harmonics), and so on. Each MNP has its own signature of
phase and amplitude, and it is possible to differentiate individual MNPs in a mixture. We theoretically demonstrated colorizing up to 4-MNP tracers in one mixture with an error rate lower than
10%. The performance of multi-tracer imaging can be optimized by increasing the driving field frequency, choosing MNPs with higher saturation magnetization, and using MNP tracers with more
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4934743]
centralized size distribution. V
Currently, optical flow cytometry (FCM) has been
widely used in clinics, biological studies, and research laboratories.1 The increasing demand on polychromatic FCM for
applications in complex immune systems has pushed the
frontiers of FCM beyond 12-colour systems.2 However, there
is still a long way to go for FCM to become a point of care
(POC) and easy-to-use device due to bulky size, high cost,
and mechanical complexity.3
Superparamagnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been
used in biological and medical4–6 applications for decades
due to their comparable size to biomolecules such as proteins.7,8 One of the reasons in choosing MNPs for biological
applications is their biocompatibility, nontoxicity, and high
level of accumulation in target biological tissues.9 The most
appealing feature of MNPs is their reaction to magnetic
force. Furthermore, most biological systems show little (or
no) ferromagnetism, diamagnetism, or paramagnetism properties, which means MNPs can be detected from biological
samples with little background noise.10,11 Nowadays, MNPs
can be readily functionalized with ligands, aptamers, and
proteins12 and thus can be bound to cells and biomolecules.13
Functionalized MNPs are one of the most promising candidates for applications in biolabeling.14 Not only the fluorophores but also MNPs can be used as tracers for colorization
purposes.15 In this letter, we report an MNP based multitracer imaging method that can potentially be used to build
magnetic polychromatic FCM. We theoretically demonstrated the feasibility of using a mixing frequency
method16–18 to distinguish up to 4 types of MNPs in one suspension in one test with an error rate lower than 10%. The
complete signal acquisition process was simulated. By
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utilizing both the phase and the amplitude information of
each type of MNP tracer at the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, and 11th
harmonics, we are able to estimate the number of each MNP
tracer by knowing the phase and the amplitude of the MNP
mixture.
We assumed a typical detection coil system with two
driving field coils and one detection coil.17,19–23 Two alternating magnetic fields (AMFs) are applied to MNPs, one
with low frequency fL but high amplitude AL , and the other
with high frequency fH but low amplitude AH , expressed as
HðtÞ ¼ AH sin ð2pfH tÞ þ AL sin ð2pfL tÞ. Typically, we assume
that
fH ¼ 300 kHz,
fL ¼ 500 Hz,
AH ¼ 5 Oe,
and
AL ¼ 25 Oe.
Five types of spherical MNPs with an average core diameter of 30 nm are assumed in this letter: Fe (saturation
magnetization Ms ¼ 1700 emu=cm3 ), FeCo (Ms ¼ 2300
emu=cm3 ), FeCo/FeCoO (Ms ¼ 2000 emu=cm3 ), Co (Ms
¼ 1100 emu=cm3 ), and Fe3O4 (Ms ¼ 900 emu=cm3 ).
Magnetizations of these MNPs obey the Langevin
function8,17–21,24,25


1
(1)
MD ðtÞ ¼ ms cLðnÞ ¼ ms c cothn  ;
n
where ms ¼ 16 pD3 Ms , n ¼ ms lkB0 HðtÞ
T , the concentration of
14
MNPs is assumed to be c ¼ 0:17 nmol
ml ¼ 10 =ml, L is the
Langevin function, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
absolute temperature, and l0 is the vacuum permeability.
Magnetization curves of these MNPs following the Langevin
function are plotted in Fig. 1.
The amplitude of the low frequency driving field AL is
high enough to get MNPs into the nonlinear region (Fig. 1),
whereas the high frequency field modulates signals into the
high frequency region where 1/f noise is lower. As a result,
driving fields nonlinearly modulate the response signal.18,20
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FIG. 3. Amplitude spectrum of (a) MNPs in total and (b) each type of MNP
(3-MNP tracer imaging).
FIG. 1. Magnetization curve of each type of MNP.

The response signal contains a linear combination of mfH þ
nfL where m and n are integers.17,20 Amplitudes and phases
from the 3rd harmonics ðfH 62fL Þ, 5th harmonics ðfH 64fL Þ,
and 7th harmonics ðfH 66fL Þ are utilized.
According to the Nyquist criterion, the sampling rate is
set to be fs ¼ 1 MHz. Fig. 2(a) shows the real-time magnetization response of 3-MNP tracers under two alternating
magnetic fields. The induced voltage (see Fig. 2(b)) is collected according to Lenz’s law19,21
uðtÞ ¼ Nw l0 S0 V

d
MðtÞ;
dt

(2)

where the area of the detection coil is assumed to be
S0 ¼ pR2 ¼ pð2:5  103 mÞ2 ¼ 2  105 m2 , the number of
windings Nw is assumed to be 1000, and V is the volume of
the MNP solution.
By performing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the
discrete-time voltage signal, the spectra from the total mixture and from each type of MNPs are collected (Fig. 3). We
added white noise and pink noise23 into the signal to make it

closer to real cases. The real-time magnetization, induced
voltage from each type of MNPs, and the amplitude spectrum of 2-MNP, 4-MNP, and 5-MNP tracer imaging can be
found from Ref. 23.
Each type of MNP tracers has its own signature of phase
and amplitude and will respond independently to the driving
fields. Thus, it is possible to identify a specific type of MNP
tracer from another.21 The voltage of any one of the MNPs
at a specific frequency is represented by a phasor whose amplitude, angular frequency, and phase are time-invariant.21
Thus, the phasor from a mixture of multi-MNP tracers is
simply the weighed sum of multiple phasors. Take a typical
3-MNP tracer imaging system as an example. The amplitudes and phases from the 3rd and 5th harmonics of each
type of MNP per unit volume are expressed as
A3 1; /3 1; A3 2; /3 2; A3 3; /3 3; A5 1; /5 1; A5 2; /5 2; A5 3; and
/5 3; respectively. The 3rd and 5th harmonics amplitudes
and phases from the MNP mixture are expressed as A3 t; /3 t
and A5 t; /5 t. Three types of MNP tracers are mixed in different volume ratios. Assume that the number of MNP tracers
are a, b, and c times of the number per unit volume. Thus,
the equation set based on phasor theory is expressed as

FIG. 2. (a) Real-time magnetization of
each type of MNP. (b) Real-time voltage induced from each type of MNP
(3-MNP tracer imaging).
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8
>
< A3 t  cos ð/3 tÞ ¼ a  A3 1  cos ð/3 1Þ þ b  A3 2  cos ð/3 2Þ þ c  A3 3  cos ð/3 3Þ
A3 t  sin ð/3 tÞ ¼ a  A3 1  sin ð/3 1Þ þ b  A3 2  sin ð/3 2Þ þ c  A3 3  sin ð/3 3Þ :
>
:
A5 t  cos ð/5 tÞ ¼ a  A5 1  cos ð/5 1Þ þ b  A5 2  cos ð/5 2Þ þ c  A5 3  cos ð/5 3Þ

By solving the equation set above, the estimated volumes as well as the number of MNPs for each MNP tracer
are derived. Error rates are calculated by comparing the estimated volumes of each MNP tracer and the real volumes in
the mixture in order to assess the performance of the multitracer imaging.
We divided the magnetization curve in Fig. 1 into 3
regions: linear region I, nonlinear region II, and saturation
region III23 with applied driving field strength expressed as
HI ðtÞ ¼ 5  sin ð2pfH tÞ þ 10  sin ð2pfL tÞ, HII ðtÞ ¼ 5  sin
ð2pfH tÞ þ 25  sin ð2pfL tÞ, and HIII ðtÞ ¼ 5  sin ð2pfH tÞ
þ100  sin ð2pfL tÞ, where fH ¼ 300 kHz, fL ¼ 500 Hz, and
AH ¼ 5 Oe are identical.
The simulation is repeated 500 times in a 3-MNP tracer
imaging system (the corresponding tracers are Fe, FeCo, and
FeCo/FeCoO MNPs with identical diameters of 30 nm,
mixed with a ratio of 2:3:5). The white and pink noises are
randomized, thus making the error rate differ, in each run.
The average error rates for each type of MNP in different
regions are shown in Fig. 4(a). The error rate is higher than
100% when the driving field strength reaches the saturation
region (region III). The calculated error rate on Fe reaches
10% in region I while the other two tracers are lower than
2% in region I. In region II, the error rate for all the MNP
tracers is lower than 3%. We, therefore, conclude that multitracer imaging has better performance in region II.
The performance of multi-tracer imaging is largely dependent on the driving field—not only the field strength but
also the field frequency. In a 3-MNP tracer imaging system,

(3)

we applied a driving field in region II: HII ðtÞ ¼ 5  sin
ð2pfH tÞ þ 25  sin ð2pfL tÞ. We kept the amplitudes of the
two driving fields constant and maintained the low frequency
field at fL ¼ 500 Hz while sweeping the high frequency from
15 kHz to 400 kHz. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the overall trend
of error rate decreases as the high frequency increases except
for the data point at fH ¼ 100 kHz. This is because the noise
floor (especially 1/f noise) is lower in higher frequency
regions. Furthermore, according to Lenz’s law (Equation
(2)), MNPs under a fast changing field induce larger voltage
in harmonics as well as larger phase lag after the field.
The driving field HII ðtÞ ¼ 5  sin ð2pfH tÞ þ 25 
sin ð2pfL tÞ with fH ¼ 300 kHz and fL ¼ 500 Hz is applied to
MNP mixtures. Five types of MNP tracers with the volume ratio of Fe:FeCo: FeCo/FeCoO:Co:Fe3O4 ¼ 2:3:5:7:9 are
assumed. The 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-MNP tracer imaging systems are
simulated for 500 times, respectively. From Fig. 4(c), the error
rate for all the tracers in the 4-MNP tracer imaging system is
maintained at a rate lower than 10%, which means the multitracer imaging method works well on 4-MNP tracers. For the
5-MNP tracer imaging system, the error rate for imaging the
number of tracer Fe from the mixture is high due to its relatively lower saturation magnetization Ms compared with FeCo,
FeCo/FeCoO, and Co. Although Fe3O4 has lower Ms than Fe,
its large volume ratio in the mixture lowers the error rate to
nearly 10%. Thus, the multi-tracer imaging system works better
for a large number of MNP tracers and MNPs with higher Ms .
The simulations above are based on an ideal case,
namely, the MNPs have an identical size of 30 nm. In real

FIG. 4. (a) Error rate along field
strength, (b) error rate vs. high frequency, (c) error rate along the number
of MNP tracers, and (d) error rate vs.
standard deviation.
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cases, the size distribution of MNPs is described by the lognormal distribution, and it reduces to normal distribution
when the size distribution is narrow.26 Here, we assume
MNPs with diameter D, which follows the normal distribution expressed as D  Nð30; rÞ with an average core diameter of 30 nm and a standard deviation of
r ðr ¼ 0; 0:1; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5Þ (size distribution histograms can
be found from Ref. 23, r ¼ 5 means 68.3% of MNPs have
diameters between 25 nm and 35 nm, and the rest are either
smaller than 25 nm or larger than 35 nm). From Fig. 4(d), we
found that for 2-MNP tracer imaging, the error rate is stable—lower than 0.3%. For 3-MNP tracer imaging, the error
rate is lower than 5% as long as the standard deviation
r  3. The error rate of 4-MNP tracer imaging is lower than
10% in the ideal case and around 15% when the standard
deviation r ¼ 0:1.
In this letter, we reported a multi-tracer imaging method
that is based on MNPs and the mixing-frequency method.
Magnetic based multi-tracer colorization could potentially
surpass fluorescence-based colorization in current FCM due
to less or no magnetic background noise from biological
samples, while fluorophores are more susceptible to the
background noise.
We studied the multi-tracer imaging limit of this MNP
based mixing-frequency method; the estimation error rate is
lower than 10% for imaging up to 4 MNP tracers in one suspension. The performance of multi-tracer imaging benefits
from MNPs with high saturation magnetizations. We also
studied the best driving field strength where we can get a
lower error rate. This MNP-based multi-tracer imaging
method works well at the nonlinear region in the MH loop of
MNPs. As we increase the frequencies of the driving field,
the error rate decreases. Thus, a driving field with a higher
frequency is preferred in order to get better performance in
multi-tracer imaging. In real applications, diameters of
MNPs follow normal distribution; in this letter, we also
simulated MNPs with standard deviations, r, varying from
0.1 to 5. Size variation has little effect on the error rate for
the 2-MNP tracer imaging. The error rate for the 3-MNP
tracer imaging increases when r reaches or exceeds 4. For
the 4-MNP tracer imaging, the error rate increases whenever
there is a variation in size. However, when the standard deviation of MNPs is r ¼ 0:1, a still acceptable error rate of 15%
is obtained.
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